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Introduction 
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Discussion

Creating an inclusive environment for female students in chemistry
is a priority5. By developing a research questionnaire related to the
impacts of COVID-19 pandemic, we can identify barriers,
difficulties and challenges that might impact female students to
engage or complete their studies, in a chemistry related subject.
The three main categories, in which we have build our
questionnaire are based on anxiety, caring responsibilities and also
confidence related to laboratory skills. All categories had an impact
before the pandemic and thus we wish to explore them after the
pandemic period.
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Methods

Designing and Developing the Questionnaire

Caring responsibilities Laboratory

Figure 1. Mental Health2. The working conditions 
might increased the anxiety levels to female 
undergraduates.

Figure 2. Care responsibilities3.  Home 
schooling and vulnerability of elder people.

Caring responsibilities increased for
many during the challenging period of
April 2020-April 2021. Supporting home
schooling was an extra responsibility for
some during the pandemic, which may
have had an impact on both time and
access for studies, including online
lectures, assessments, reports and
exams. Others may have had additional
responsibilities for elderly and other
family members. Thus, questions related
to care responsibilities will be included
to measure any impact.

COVID-19 has affected significantly the academic world.
The continuous lockdowns and social distancing
restrictions have disrupted the traditional teaching
system globally. Both academics and students adapted to
new working conditions [1], with lectures being
conducted completely remotely and online. Many
laboratory classes have been replaced by alternative ‘dry
lab’ activities or cancelled, creating an additional stress
for students. Laboratory based subjects like chemistry
require certain practical skills for future employment.

This research follows a successful Women in Chemistry
event during Chemistry Week in 2020, with an aim to
explore the impact of COVID-19 on their studies and to
identify any barriers that might prevent female students
from completing their studies. In this poster, we describe
how we are developing a research questionnaire to
identify any long-term and short-term impacts of the
pandemic on the engagement and success of female
undergraduates in chemistry across the UK .

Designing the questionnaire: this should be accessible,
easy and short to complete. In total ten questions, both
multiple choice and open ended questions. A student
intern (Isobel Grint) has been recruited to join the project
team.
Participants: Students in the second year of their study in
a chemistry related subject such BSc in Chemistry, BSc in
Biochemistry, BSc in Medical Chemistry, BSc Chemical
Engineering.
Geographic Regions: All four UK nations: England,
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.
Platform: Google docs
Sharing the questionnaire: Through social media and
contacting UK universities.
Ethical approvals: Evaluation review by the expert
internal committee at the Open University (UK).
Privacy: The contact details of the participants will be
confidential and not published in any form.

Figure 3. Laboratory skills4. Many teaching 
laboratories have been cancelled.

The opportunity to develop laboratory and
practical skills is important for many
chemistry graduates. Employers are
looking for certain practical skills; these
are also important for postgraduate
studies. Through laboratory work students
become familiar with safety regulations
and learn how to behave in a laboratory,
which is again important for future
employment or studies. The pandemic has
impacted the delivery of laboratory
sessions with many cancelled, affecting
possibly the confidence and progress of
students.

Anxiety

Conclusion

Identifying the barriers  using the particular questionnaire will 
evaluate the impact on the engagement of female students in 
chemistry in UK. 

Particular emphasis will be given to
understanding the impact of Covid on mental
health. As well as the direct impact of the virus
itself, understanding how the new working
conditions, assessment methods, potential
isolation from peers and for some, caring
responsibilities, might have caused additional
anxiety issues will be explored. A question
measuring the level of anxiety or quality of
mental health will help to draw conclusions
before and after the pandemic.
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